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important to the investing public and to maintaining stockholder
confidence. Corporate counsel can be called upon to operate
in one of two modes: preventative (preferable) and reactive.
Meaningful privilege protections are necessary to ensure that
corporate executives will candidly approach legal counsel for
sound advice on complex legal matters before making decisions.

The American Bar Association, American Civil Liberties
Union, National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
and every recognized legal organization have spoken out in
support of the attorney/client privilege legislation. While it is in
everyone's best interest that the government aggressively fight
corporate crime, the overwhelming majority see the Department
of Justice's current policy as an outrageous prosecution tactic
that allows the government to bully corporations into waivers.

Having cleared the House, this new legislation is headed for
Senate consideration. Introduced by Sen. Arlen Specter (R-Pa.),
S. 186 is now pending in the Senate Judiciary Committee. It is
hoped that the Judiciary Committee will move the bill to the
floor of the Senate, where it will be voted on before adjournment
this tall.

~M.YOUng c::s=
* This new Act will not repeal existing federal statutesgiving banking
ri!!Julatory agencies authority to force financial institutions to produce
privileged materials during routine bank inspections nor will it affect
existing law making it a crime to pay an employee's legal fees, enter a
joint defense agreement or share information with an employee during
an investigation.

© 2006 West. a Thomson business L·31990313·06

EDITOR'S NOTE
loretta M. Young

This issue is dedicated to attorney/client privilege. Accord
ing�y' I am including a brief synopsis of pending legislation in
lieu of a true editor's note.

In mid-November, the U.S. House of Representatives over
whelmingly passed, by voice vote, H.R 3013, the "Attorney/
Client Privilege Protection Act of 2007.'" This legislation was
introduced to lend balance to the process in prosecuting white
collar crime and to prevent the erosion of the plivilege doctrine.

Presently, when federal prosecutors set their sights on a
corporation, they determine whether the corporation deserves
lenient treatment by applying a "factors analysis" to measure the
degree ofcooperation. Some ofthe factors require the corporation
to waive the attorney/client privilege and relinquish requested
materials and/or refuse to provide legal counsel or assistance
with fees for employees who are targets if that employee fails to
cooperate with prosecutors.

The types of documents typically requested by prosecutors are
written reports of internal investigations; files and work papers
that support internal investigations; counsel's interview notes,
memos or transcripts of interviews with employees who were
targets; compliance performance reports and audits; and notes
or oral recollections of privileged communications with senior
executives, board members or board committees.

Privilege is something that attorneys hold sacred. It is the
lifeblood of the attorney/client relationship and essential to

effective representation. The pending legislation has far-reaching
implications. Preserving the attorney/client relationship is also
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and Attorney/Client PriVilege

long time ago (and I've since repeated
it to almost every other defense attor
ney I know), that the most dangerous
person in the criminal justice equation is
not the government, not the judge, not
the jury, but the client. Nate's advice has
time and again proven correct. Hence,
if one keeps in mind the above advice,
the obligations, priorities and pitfalls be
come clear and one's representation of
the accused should not unravel.

According to the Preamble of the
Delaware Rules ofProfessional Conduct,
an attorney encompasses many roles. l

The attorney is a representative of the
client, an officer of the legal system and

L
et me begin by noting that I couldn't
have even undertaken this task
without the knowledge that my

daughter Kristen (Widener Uni
versity School of Law 2006) would be
there to help and guide me. This then
is a sort of cookbook approach to the
ethical obligations ofan attorney arising
from the attorney/client privilege when
that privilege may be compromised by
the client.

I've had the good fortune in my life
to meet many accomplished criminal
defense attorneys. One of those lions
of the criminal defense bar is Nathan

Cohn of San Francisco. Nate told me a

In this day and age, there are a number of attorney/client privileges that

increasingly are coming under attack. This article will focus on the single

issue of what a criminal defense practitioner should do when she or he is

faced with the client who intends to assault the attorney/client relationship

and lie to the tribunal.

Criminal

The most
dangerous person
in the criminal
justice equation
is not the government,
not the judge, not
the jury, but
the client.

FEATURE
James E. Liguori



a public citizen with a "special responsi

bility for the quality of justice."2 An ef
fective attorney should be considered a

zealous advocate, advisor, evaluator and

(in these days of minimum-mandatory
sentences) a negotiator. While these

roles tend to coincide with each other,

there are times when they conflict. Case

in point: when a client informs you she
or he intends to commit perjury. The
defense attorney then has to resolve the

divergence of how to still fulfill all three
roles and do what is ethically correct.

This issue can be referred to as the

"perjury trilemma."3 My friend,

Monroe Freedman of Hofstra Uni
versity School of Law, fully describes

the complexity with the trilemma,

stating the three obligations ofan at

torney, while trying to come up with
a solution. The first obligation is the

attorney's requirement to seek all rel

evant facts from the client.4The sec

ond obligation is the attorney's duty
to make his clients trust him, hence
allowing the client to fully divulge

all the information, including pos

sibly harmful information.5 Finally,

the third obligation is the attorney's
duty as an officer of the court to be
candid with the court.6

In order to resolve the trilemma,

obviously, one obligation must be

broken. If the first obligation is broken,
the result will be "selective ignorance"

by the attorney, or choosing not to know

all the facts.? This, in turn, will not allow

the attorney to give the client the best

legal advice and direction. If the second

obligation is broken, the result will again
be intentional selective ignorance,s and

it will play into the public image of a

slick, untrustworthy mouthpiece. There

fore, Freedman suggests the best solu
tion is to break the third obligation,

which will result in maintaining the best

attorney/client relationship9 and cause

the least assault on the privilege.

The "perjury trilemma" was at issue

in Shockley v. State. 10 In Shockley, the de
fendant challenged his murder first con

viction on a Sixth Amendment violation

of right to effective counsel. II Shockley

claimed his counsel did not directly
question him during his testimony, nor

did he argue zealously in his closing ar

gument. 12 At trial, Shockley testified in

his own defense, in the form of a nar
rative statement. The defense attorney

did not question him. 13 While Shockley

claimed that this was insufficient and vi

olated his constitutional rights, our Su
preme Court determined that the narra

tive method of testimony is an adequate

method to use when dealing with the
"perjury trilemma."14

The best method
to resolving

the trilemma is
persuading

the client not
to testify falsely.

Does Shockley help the practitioner?

It adequately addresses the problem.
But what capable lawyer strives only to

be adequate?
The Delaware Rules of Professional

Conduct state that "a lawyer shall not

knowingly '" offer evidence that the
lawyer knows to be false."15 The Rules

also state that if a lawyer or the lawyer's
client offers evidence that is false, then

the lawyer must remedy the situation so
as not to cause injury.16 This then creates

the "perjury trilemma."
Before one can determine how to

proceed in the face of this predicament,
it is important to address the standard

of knowledge an attorney must have re

garding whether or not the client will
commit perjury. While some advocates

claim that an attorney should have ac-

tual knowledge, Delaware courts have

stated that "beyond a reasonable doubt"
is the proper standard. I? The "beyond a

reasonable doubt" standard is "neces

sary to allow the attorney to represent

the client zealously while remaining true
to the judicial system."18

Many scholars and attorneys - includ

ing Monroe Freedman - agree that the

best method to resolving the trilemma
is persuading the client not to testify

falsely. In fact, that is the first method

to try to resolve the trilemma. However,

Freedman feels that once an attorney

has tried to persuade the client not
to commit perjury, then the attorney

has done his duty and should go on

with normal questioning at trial, re

gardless if the client lies. 19 I believe
we are obligated to try a different

approach.
As I mentioned, it is the attor

ney's initial duty to persuade the
client not to testify falsely.20 The at

torney should fully discuss with the

client the attorney's duties to the

court, his suspicions that the client

might testify falsely, and all of the
consequences of perjury.21 More of

ten than not, the client sees the rea

soning and determines not to testify
falsely, or possibly to not even testify

at all.22 However, there are times

when the client, being the most desper
ate person in the equation, believes that

anything is better than jail; therefore, if
lying will help him or her stay out ofjail,

then he or she will lie.

Ifthis initial persuasion does not work

and the client still wants to testify falsely,
then the attorney should impress upon

the client that committing perjury usu

ally adds time to their sentence.23 In Nix
v. Whiteside,24 the U.S. Supreme Court

stated that perjury is very much a crime
that "undermines the administration of
justice."25

If, after the above approaches do not

work and the client still wants to testify
falsely, the next step would be disclo

sure to the court. An attorney is never

allowed to "passively tolerate a client's

WINTER 2007/2008 DELAWARE LAWYER 9
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FEATURE

glvmg false testimony" or otherwise

violate the law.26 Therefore, the attorney

must tell the court of the client's intent

to commit perjuryY And you can just
imagine how that's going to be received,

if the client gets convicted! That's why

I tell my clients the beauty of my job is

that I don't do "one day of their time
in jail," so they need to properly think

through the matter of their intention

to lie.

The whole idea of disclosure breaks

the rules of privilege between the client
and the attorney, since the attorney is

telling the court the client's intentions.

This is a major reason why Freedman

believes this is not an option.28 Another

possible option and one that I think the
most prudent, would be to allow the at

torney to seek withdrawal from the situ

ation. According to the Delaware Rules

of Professional Conduct, an attorney
"may withdraw from representing

a client if: (1) withdrawal can be ac

comp�ished without material adverse

effect on the interests of the client; (2)
the client persists in a course of action
involving the lawyer's services that the

lawyer reasonably believes is criminal or

fraudulent; (3) the client has used the

lawyer's service to perpetrate a crime
or fraud; (4) a client insists upon tak

ing action that the lawyer considers re

pugnant or with which the lawyer has a
fundamental disagreement."29

This rule reinforces the idea that
an attorney can seek withdrawal in the

situation at hand, when a client chooses

to commit perjury. Unfortunately, no

matter how you couch your request
to withdraw, the circumstances of the

withdrawal request tend to send a signal

to the court that your client is about to

become Pinocchio.
In a perfect world, this withdrawal

should not prejudice the client.30 It is

important to try and retain the duties
of an attorney, which involve serving

justice and the client's best interests.
Freedman also believes that withdraw

al should be done without revealing
the client's intent to commit perjury.31

Fat chance! While this would be ideal

as I've just suggested, it could be dif

ficult to follow since the major reason
for withdrawal is the client's intent to

commit perjury.
The withdrawal option has obvi

ous drawbacks. First, the motion to

withdraw can only be granted by the
court.32 That means the court can deny

or grant the motion. If the motion is

denied, then the attorney must still rep

resent the client, sending the attorney
back to square one. Second, the with

drawal motion may be viewed as shirk

ing the attorney's duty to do justice.33

This is because there is a possibility ofa

mistrial or double jeopardy issues if the
withdrawal is granted while the trial is

in progress.34 While withdrawal should

give the client the impression that an at

torney will not put up with their intent

to commit perjury, if granted, it does
not necessarily solve the problem.35

Third, as mentioned, your request to
withdraw for "conflict of interest" rea

sons is just code words known to mean

the client intends to lie.
The most popular approach to resolv

ing the trilemma is allowing the client
to testifY in the narrative. (Shockley). 36

The Court stated that it is permissible
to allow the client to testifY in the narra

tive and for the attorney not to question

the clientP
The actual procedure of the narra

tive statement is quite simple. The client

takes the stand in his own defense and

states in narrative format his story in his

own words.38 The defense attorney does
not ask any questions touching upon

this area of testimony. Therefore, the

attorney is not presenting any mislead

ing evidence nor is he actively pursuing
perjurious testimony.39 The attorney

also refrains from addressing the testi

mony in the closing argument.40 Again,

not furthering, or being a party to, the

client's intent to commit perjury.

The narrative statement also allows

the attorney to "adequately" fulfill his

duties. First, it satisfies the client's con

stitutional rights41 because the client

is still allowed to testifY and is still be

ing represented by counsel. Second, it
leaves the attorney's hands "clean" of

any wrongdoingY The attorney has
limited involvement and is not directly

offering any testimony to the court.
Therefore, even if the client does com

mit perjury, the attorney took "no part"
in the perjury. (We can sleep better at

night!) Third, it preserves the attorney/

client relationship and privilege.43 While

it might put a strain on the relationship,

the relationship is still intact.
However, the narrative statement is

not a perfect solution. It does raise the
issue as to whether the attorney is ac

tually zealously representing his client.

Freedman actually considers this meth

od "passive representation" since the

attorney is not actively participating.44

With the popularity of television shows

and movies about the law, lawyers and

courtroom antics, the jury could find

this method very suspicious and not the
"normal" style of what they've come to

expect. Hence, the jury will infer that
the client must be guilty.45 While this

method is imperfect, and has its faults, it
is generally seen as the best option. Our

Supreme Court has said that it is fine to

proceed in that narrative fashion.
The attorney/client relationship is a

confidential and privileged relationship.

The relationship invites the client to talk
freely to the attorney knowing that what

is said will be kept in confidence.

There is no bright-line rule to solv

ing the perjury trilemma. There are

many positives and negatives to each

approach. Even though the narra

tive method is not without faults, it is
deemed to be an adequate method for

this situation.
It is a privilege to practice law in Del

aware, and many have heard me say that

there are pros and cons to practicing in

Delaware. The pros are that you can't

practice law anonymously. The cons are

that you can't practice law anonymous

ly. Why would you want the reputation

that you may be one who would con

done perjury or win at any cost?



Hence, at my initial meeting with

potential clients, I explain how I will
zealously represent them but that if! be

come handcuffed by their even thinking

of lying to the court, that they will suf

fer the consequences oftheir own handi

work because I'll move to withdraw as

counsel. I'm not going to strive to do

adequate work.

Together, the client and I can win or

minimize her or his exposure, so why

compromise or compound a workable for

mula? Now tell me what happened! •
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in the 21st Century

spreading rumors throughout the In
ternet and railing at anything and ev
erything in cozy anonymity from their
shadowy basement lairs, accountable to
no one?

How in the world could anyone
seriously argue that these people should
be granted any kind of testimonial
privilege?

Well, a lot of people have made this
argument for a very long time, and have
made it persuasively. Despite the ongo
ing controversy concerning adoption

Is there any institution the American public loves to hate more than the

media? Depending on your point of view, the institutional press is either

irredeemably liberal or cravenly conservative, a toothless watchdog or a

godless traitor, willing to do anything to sell newspapers or raise viewer

ship ratings. News consumers marvel at the media's fixation on the latest

peccadilloes of a drunken starlet or a straying senator at the sacrifice of

stories that "matter."

A
nyone who has been the object of
media attention "knows" that re
porters are sloppy, arrogant, impre
cise, agenda-driven, fixated on the

negative and, of course, biased. How
could they be anything else, when no
minimum education requirements, no
licensing system, no mandatory ethics
code and no disciplinary body can be
used to keep the incompetents and un
desirables out? And that's just the main
stream media. What about those blog
gers - the infamous geeks in pajamas,

FEATURE
Jane E. Kirtley

Despite the
ongoing controversy
concerning adoption
of a federal reporter's
privilege statute,
the idea is neither
new, nor novel.



of a federal reporter's privilege statute,
still being debated in Congress as this

article goes to press, the idea is neither

new, nor novel. Journalists have claimed

the right to protect confidential sources
since the Colonial era. l In 1896, the

state of Maryland became the first to

adopt a reporter's shield law.2 Current

ly, 33 states (including Delaware), plus
the District of Columbia, have enacted

some form of statutory protection for
the press,3 and courts in all the states,

with the exception of Wyoming, have

recognized at least a qualified privi
lege, as have the majority of federal

circuits.
The precise contours of the privi

lege vary. A few states, such as Ne

vada, recognize virtually an absolute
pJ;ivilege, protecting reporters from

any kind of compelled revelation of
sources or unpublished materials.4

Most jurisdictions, however, provide

only a qualified privilege to journal
ists. The privilege may extend to
sources, unpublished material, or

both.

A qualified privilege can only
be overcome if all the elements of

a multi-part test are met. A typical

test would require the subpoenaing

party to demonstrate that the infor

mation sought 1) is highly material
and relevant to the underlying claim;

2) goes to the heart of the claim; and
3) is unobtainable from any other non

media source. Some tests also require a
showing that the claim is viable,S and

some states carve out an exception if a
news organization is the defendant in

the underlying lawsuit.6 Notably, sev

eral courts have ruled that the privilege

belongs to the journalist, not to his

source, and therefore cannot be waived
by anyone other than the reporter?

Accordingly, the absence of a fed

eral reporter's privilege is the anomaly,

rather than the rule. But some say 49
states (and the District of Columbia)
are misguided or mistaken. Just because
a policy has been in place for more than

100 years doesn't make it justifiable.

The Supreme Court of the United

States must be counted among the

skeptics. Given an opportunity to rec
ognize a constitutionally based privi

lege in 1972, the high court declined

to do so, at least on the facts presented

in four consolidated cases, all involving
situations where reporters had witnessed

criminal activity and were ordered to

testifY about it before a grand jury.8 The

5-4 decision, authored by Justice White,
although acknowledging that gather

ing news enjoys some First Amendment

protection, observed that the Constitu-

All the statesl

with the exception
of Wyomingl have

recognized
at least a

qualified priVilege.

tion does not "confer[] a license on ei

ther the reporter or his news sources to

violate valid criminal laws.... Neither is

immune, on First Amendment grounds,

from testifying against the other, before

the grand jury or at a criminal trial."9

Reporters, in other words, are not above

the law.

But as the dissenters observed, such a

policy is not without consequences. Jus

tice Stewart predicted that the majority'S

ruling would "invite[] state and federal

authorities to undermine the historic in

dependence of the press by attempting

to annex the journalistic profession as an

investigative arm of the government."IO

And "annex" them, they have - or

at least, attempted to - many times,

in the 30-odd years since Branzbur;g.

As the Reporters Committee for Free
dom of the Press has documented since

1990, both print and broadcast news or
ganizations are served with thousands of

subpoenas seeking 'notes, tapes, drafts,

photographs and testimony every year,II

despite the existence of state shield laws,
judge-made law, procedural and eviden

tiary rules,12 as well as internal guidelines,

adopted by the Department ofJustice in
1970, which were intended to balance

the First Amendment interest against

the need for effective law enforcement

by requiring prior approval ftom the at-

torney general before issuing a sub
poena to the news media. 13

Since 1972, lawyers representing
the news media have fought back

against the dismal pronouncement

from the high court, with a surpris
ing degree of success. In the years

following Branzbur;g, most state and

federal courts, relying in large part on
Justice Powell's "enigmatic concur
ring opinion,"14 which emphasized

the limited nature of the majority
ruling, declared that a constitutional
or federal common law privilege did

exist, at least in other contexts, such
as civil or criminal trials. Reporters

occasionally went to jail for refusing
to cooperate, but this was rare and

always controversial. IS The Supreme

Court has yet to revisit the question.

Then, in the early years of the 21st
century, federal judges in the several cir

cuits began to question the wisdom of

recognizing a privilege. Notably, Seventh

Circuit Judge Richard A. Posner, scorn
ing what he characterized as an "auda

cious" argument that Branzhur;g created

some kind of constitutional privilege,

wrote that, "We do not see why there

needs to be special criteria merely be

cause the possessor of the documents or
other evidence sought is a journalist."16

Posner's opinion, although constru

ing a case that did not involve confiden

tial sources, lit the slow fuse that would
explode what some had come to regard

as the "myth" ofa constitutionally based
reporter's privilege. I? What came to be

WINTER 2007/2008 DELAWARE LAWYER 13



We Provide Direction to Help Realize life Goals

LLC

at a G-8 protest in July 2005.25 In or
der to protect their confidential sources,
five media organizations agreed to pay
an unprecedented $750,000 to nuclear
scientist Wen Ho Lee as part of the gov
ernment's setdement of Lee's Privacy
Act lawsuit.26

Faced with the prospect of jail, fines

or both, the news media reluctandy
concluded that the time had come to
turn to Congress for a remedy. Report
er's shield bills were introduced in the
House and Senate, with bipartisan spon
sorship, most recendy on May 2, 2007.
They bear the short tide "The Free Flow
of Information Act," and would protect
journalists from being forced to reveal
confidential sources in the majority of
situations and would create a qualified
privilege for news gathering materials
that would not disclose a confidential
sourceP Exceptions would include situ
ations where disclosure was necessary to
prevent "an act of terrorism" or other

www.lifestrategiesllc.com
ARegistered Investment Advisor

information was leaked to the media in
violation of the lawY

Although the ethical conduct of the
press had been called into question in
these cases, the media were not the de
fendants or the "targets" in any ofthem.
In each instance, the subpoenaing entity
claimed that it sought the journalists'
testimony not to punish the media, but
rather to uncover the true violator of the
prohibition against disclosure - wheth
er that was the Privacy Act,23 the Intel
ligence Identities Protection Act24 or a
judge's sealing order - thereby effec
tively eliminating any possibility that the
reporters could assert the Fifth Amend
ment as grounds for refusing to testifY.

In each instance, the federal courts
were implacable, ruling that the journal
ists had no constitutional basis for re
fusing to testifY "just like anyone else."
Blogger Josh Wolf spent 226 days in
prison after he resisted a grand jury sub
poena seeking raw Videotape he filmed

phone

fax

302.324.5363
302.324.5364
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more about our fee-based strategy planning.

As our lives become increasingly hectic from the needs of family and business, they are
further complicated by the increase in financial responsibilities.
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everyday lives, from simple day-to-day decisions to long-term planning. We work together
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belief in their power to live amore satisfying, meaningful life.

known as "the Judith Miller case," aris
ing from the decision of a then-New

YOrk Times reporter to defY a subpoena
issued by a grand jury investigating the
unauthorized disclosure of the identity
ofCIA operative Valerie Plame, prompt
ed the federal courts in the District of
Columbia to reexamine the scope of the
privilege and to conclude that none ex
isted, at least in these circumstances.18

Miller spent 85 days in jail before agree
ing to testifY after her source released her
from her promise ofconfidentiality.19

The house of cards threatened to
collapse in other cases as well. Some
arose in criminal proceedings, either
seeking journalists' eyewitness observa
tions ofcriminal activity20 or demanding

that they reveal the identity of sources
who had provided unauthorized access
to information sealed by court order.21

Others involved civil lawsuits brought
against the federal government by indi
viduals who claimed that their personal



significant harm to national security, im

minent death or significant bodily inju

ry, or to identifY who had disclosed trade

secrets, or personal or financial informa
tion protected by certain federal laws.

The drafters of the bills struggled to
describe exactly who would be a "jour

nalist" covered by the statute. Attempts

to craft the definition in terms of insti
tutional affiliation met with howls of

protest from the blogosphere. Adopting
a "functional" approach, the bills define

a "covered person" as one who is "en

gaged in journalism," which is further
defined as "the gathering, preparing,

collecting, photographing, recording,
writing, editing, reporting or publishing

ofnews or information that concerns lo

cal, national, or international events or
other matters of public interest for dis

semination to the public."

The bills have been vigorously op
posed by the Justice Department, whose

representative testified at a hearing in

June 2007 that they would protect un

authorized leaks and disclosure of sen

sitive information, as well as threaten

national security. Justice has also as
serted that the bill's definition of "cov

ered persons" who could invoke the law
would include "a terrorist operative who

videotaped a message from a terrorist

leader threatening attacks on Americans,

because he would be engaged in record

ing news or information that concerns

international events for dissemination to
the public."28

According to the San Francisco Chron
icle, House Judiciary Committee Chair

man John Conyers (D-Mich.) dismissed
that assertion as "totally absurd."29 Nev

ertheless, opposition to the bill in some

quarters remains strong, at least in part
because of lawmakers' deference to the

Justice Department's concerns.
But even assuming that a federal

shield law could be drafted that Justice

could live with, would it be good public

policy to recognize a privilege for jour

nalists?

Professor Geoffrey R. Stone argues

that testimonial privileges "promote
open communication in circumstances

in which society wants to encourage
such communication."30 Privileges such

as attorney/client, doctor/patient and

priest/penitent exist because our society
recognizes that without confidentiality,

these communications would be inhib

ited, and on balance, the cost to the

legal system by losing the information

is outweighed by other compelling
interests.31

But opponents argue that equating

these relationships with that of a jour

nalist and her source is faulty. Unlike
these other professionals, a reporter is

not licensed, and is not subject to any

kind of regulatory authority. Most news
organizations and the major voluntary

press associations, such as the American
Society of Newspaper Editors and the
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Society of Professional Journalists, have

adopted ethical codes or guidelinesY

But many of these are aspirational in

nature, and even if a journalist were to

violate a particular employer's code and

lose his job, nothing would prevent an

other organization from hiring that indi

vidual the next day.

So, do journalists "deserve" to have a

privilege? The better question would be:

Does society deserve to have a journal

ist's privilege?

Stories ranging from Watergate, the

Enron scandal, abuse at Abu Ghraib

prison and conditions at Walter Reed

Army Medical Center depended, at least

in part, on confidential sources. They

all reported things than some powerful

entity did not want the public to know

about. Common sense tells us that if

journalists cannot promise their sources

confidentiality, sources will be reluctant

to speak with them. Without informa

tion, knowledgeable debate will suffer.
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The role of the press is critical to

maintaining our democratic system.

Although it may be expedient to com

pel reporters to comply with subpoe

nas, "just like anybody else," as Justice

Douglas noted in his dissenting opinion

in Branzbutg, "The press has a preferred

position in our constitutional scheme,

not to enable it to make money, not to

set newsmen apart as a favored class, but

to bring fulfillment to the public's right

to knoW."33 Journalists playa unique

role in fulfilling that right. For them,

"good citizenship" means remaining in

dependent. Surely there can be no more

"compelling" interest than that.•
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When Public
Policies Collide:
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Public policy is the basis ofthe doctrine ofprivilege. Assuring confidentiality

in certain circumstances is good for the general welfare; we want people to

freely and fully inform their doctor, therapist, clergymen and lawyer so that

they can receive the best treatment, spiritual guidance and representation.

Crimes against
children are of
great concern to all
of us. The victims
are the most
vulnerable members
of our society.

P
ublic policy also drives us to seek
special protection for certain class
es of our society. Crimes against
children are of great concern to all

of us. The victims are the most vulner
able members ofour society; the actions
of the perpetrators are often shrouded
in secrecy, held confidential by threats
to the young victims and protected by

the veil of family privacy. To enhance
the measures of protection for children
and to aide in the prosecution, this cat
egory of crimes has been given special
treatment under state and federal law.

State courts have developed child
friendly courtrooms and special proce
dures intended to facilitate interview
ing child victims. l Special exceptions

have been developed for the admission
of hearsay for the child victims or wit
nesses' out-of-court statement ofabuse. 2

The U.S. Supreme Court has modified
the Confrontation Clause of the 6th
Amendment to some extent in child
sexual abuse cases, Maryland V. Craig.3
Justice O'Connor, writing for the major
ity in a 5-4 decision, allowed one-way,

closed-circuit television testimony of the
child victim ofsexual abuse.

This article examines privilege and the
child abuse reporting statutes in several
states. It also includes a brief discussion
ofprivilege communication between the
child and their attorney.

Federal law initiatives
While family law is the domain of the
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states, the federal government, through
financial incentives, has had a great im
pact on state law in the areas of child
welfare and child support. One such
proposal mandated by federal law is the
child abuse reporting statute. Under the
Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment
Act of 1974 (hereinafter referred to as
CAPTA), Congress authorized federal
grants to the states if they implement
ed federal standards on reporting child
abuse and establishing central child
abuse registries.4

The reporting statutes were being
enacted through state legislatures to
address the problem of child abuse.
Each state developed its own unique
provisions. Exactly what privileges
would be retained in light of the
duty to report child abuse and who
were mandated reporters became
significant issues. It was at this point
that two very important public poli
cies collided and the aftermath can
be found in the various state report
ing statutes that have been enacted
throughout the nation.

Delaware's statutes
Without reference to the report

ing statute under Delaware law,S in
evaluating best interest of the child
in a custody proceeding, one of the
criteria considered by the court is "The
mental and physical health of all indi
viduals involved."6 These cases clearly
state that the mother's past medical and
psychological records must be provided
even though parents objected on the ba
sis of privilege.? In 1983, the Supreme

Court of Delaware upheld the Family
Court's decision stating, "The records
were relevant to an evaluation ofwhether
contact with them would be harmful to
the child.... Thus, the records ofmoth
ers' psychiatric or psychological history
were discoverable within the discretion
of the Court."8

In 1963, the Children's Bureau of
the U.S. Department of Health, Educa
tion and Welfare published a model stat
ute entitled "Abused Child: Principles
and Suggestive Language for Legislation

on Reporting of the Physically Abused
Child," which became the guideline for
the states in drafting state legislation
to comply with the federal mandate in
CAPTA. In Delaware, the reporting
statute is found at 16 Del. C.,909:

«Privileged Communication not

recognized. No legally recognized privi

lege, except that between attorney and cli

ent and that between priest and penitent

in a sacramental confession, shall apply to

situations involving known or suspected

child abuse, neglect, exploitation or aban

donment and shall not constitutegrounds

Most states

have abrogated

the following

privileges:

marital, physician

and therapist.

for failure to report as required by § 903

ofthis title or togive or accept evidence in

any judicial proceeding relating to child
abuse or neglect.»

While under the statute, anyone who
knows of child abuse is a mandated re
porter, and people in the health care
professions are specifically listed as man
dated reporters. The Delaware statute,
as stated in the section title, specifically
abrogates certain privileges that a person
would enjoy under common law.

Other states carve out privileges

Most states have abrogated the fol
lowing privileges: marital, physician and
therapist. Certain people who are spe
cifically listed are deemed "mandated
reporters." While the model legisla
tion only listed those in the health care
professions, many states have greatly

enhanced the number of mandated re
porters. For instance, Arkansas lists 29
categories of mandated reporters9 and
California lists 37 categories of mandat
ed reporters. Under one category of the
California Codes, subsection (21), there
are 16 mandated reporters.10

While some states completely abro
gate the clergy/client privilege, there is
a wide diversity among the states. Un
der the Florida statute, while there is the
general requirement for everyone who
suspects child abuse to report, the statute
list seven categories ofmandated report-

ers who must also report their names
to the hotline staff. This would in
clude the medical professions, men
tal health professionals, practitioners
who rely solely on spiritual means for
healing, school teachers and school
officials, social workers, law enforce
ment officers and judges.Jl Alabama
provides, "A member of the clergy
shall not be required to report infor
mation gained solely in confidential
communication privilege pursuant
to Rule 505 of the Alabama Rules
of Evidence which communications
shall be continued to be privileged as
provided by law."12

In the Alaska statute, there are
a number of mandated reporters
specifically exempted from this re

quirement. One such exemption is: "A

religious healing practitioner to report
as neglect ofchild the failure to provide
medical attention to the child ifthe child
is provided treatment solely by spiritual
means through prayer in accordance
with the tenets and practices of recog
nized church or religious denomination
by accredited practitioner of the church
or the denomination."13

Under the Arkansas code, any clergy
men including a priest, minister, rabbi
or Christian Science practitioner has the
duty to report, except if they have ac
quired the suspected maltreatment by
admission of the offender in the confi
dential relationship.14 The only clergy

privilege retained under Delaware Law
is the priest/penitent in sacramental
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confession. (For a very thorough and

interesting history of clergy privilege

under state reporting statutes see Mary
Harter Mitchell's «Must Cler;gy Tell?
Child Abuse Reporting Requirements vs.
The Cler;gy Privilege and Free Exercise of
Religion. » 15)

Attorney/client privilege and
the reporting requirement

The attorney/client privilege has al

ways been considered the most signifi

cant. Delaware specifically preserves that
privilege. There may still be exceptions.

The Delaware Rules of Professional

Conduct16 allow a lawyer to reveal

information relating to his client if it

is to "to prevent reasonable certain
death or substantial bodily harm."

Therefore, it would seem that an

attorney "may" report abuse by his
own client if it is ongoing. There is

monograph by Ruth Thurman en
titled "Client Incest and the Law

yers Duty of Confidentiality." This

monograph was published in 1985
by the American Bar Association.
Thurman presents three different
views of the lawyer's obligation of

confidentiality:

Nondisclosure: The parents' law

yer should not reveal the incest and
should not suggest appointment of

counsel for the children, but ifcoun-
sel is appointed, the children's counsel

should not disclose the fact of the incest

without the client's consent unless the

client is incapable of making a consid

ered judgment.
Mandatory Disclosure: The parents'

lawyer should suggest appointment of

counsel for the children, and both the
parents' lawyer and the children's counsel

should disclose the fact ofthe incest even

without the consent of their clients.

Permissive Disclosure: The parents'

lawyer should suggest appointment of
counsel for the children, and may dis

close the fact of the incest, but is not re

quired to do so. The children's counsel

should not disclose the fact of the incest

over the objection of a client capable of
making a considered judgmentY

There are three states that list at

torneys as mandated reporters under

reporting statutes: Mississippi, Nevada

and Ohio. Ohio exempts lawyers from

the reporting requirements of informa
tion that has come from their particular

client in the lawyer/client relationship.
Nevada excludes lawyers in cases where

the lawyer knows of abuse from a cli

ent who may be accused of neglecting
or abusing the child. Mississippi is the

only state where the reporting statute

requires the lawyer to report his own cli

ent and that is only when there is ongo-

The attorney/client
priVilege has always

been considered
the most significant.
Delaware specifically

preserves
that privilege.

ing abuse occurring.IS

It is clear that when these two pub

lic policies collide, reporting of child

abuse clearly trumps most of the com

mon law privileges. The marital privi

lege, the doctor/patient privilege, the

psychotherapist/patient privilege and,
to a large extent, the dergy privilege has

been narrowed in child abuse cases. At

torney/dient privilege for the most part
has been maintained, however, noting

that the ethical rules allow disclosure

in certain cases of ongoing and future

abuse. The attorney/client privilege is
to a limited extent discretionary.

The child's privilege to
confidentiality

CAPTA provides that "in every case
involving an abused or neglected child

which results in a judicial proceeding, a

guardian ad litem, who may be an at

torney or a court appointed special ad

vocate (or both), shall be appointed to

represent the child in such proceedings.

... "19 When it comes to privilege com

munications that a child might have

with their attorney there is precedent

that protects that privilege. In the case

of In Re Maraziti,2° the Appellate Court

decided that a criminal defendant had

no constitutional right for an in camera

review of notes or communications be

tween the attorney for the child and the

child when the defendant was facing

criminal child abuse charges.

An attorney may be appointed

guardian ad litem or attorney for the

child. Historically, under the classic

definition ofguardian ad litem, they

represent the best interest ofthe child

and therefore have no duty of confi

dentiality to the child. On the other

hand, an attorney for the child repre

senting the child's expressed wishes

must zealously represent their client

and would have a duty of confiden

tiality. Privilege would attach to their

communication. Under our state

law, the Office of Child Advocate

refers to appointing volunteer as at

torneysguardian ad litem, and while

the scope of the representation is for

the child's best interest, as the guard

ian ad litem, the statute states "the at

torneyguardian ad litem shall have the

duty of confidentiality to the child un

less disclosure is necessary to protect the

child's best interest."21 Also, the records

of the office of child advocate "pertain

ing to the care and treatment ofchild are
confidential. "22

Whether the child's communication

with their lawyer is privileged depends

largely on the type of appointment.

While the above describes the classic

models, there are many "hybrid" ap

pointments where the attorney might be

confused as to whether the privilege at

taches. If there is not a statute on point,

the attorney needs to have the court ad-
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vise what actions are to be taken in rep

resenting the child including whether

communications are privileged.

This information needs to be on

the record prior to the initiation of the

relationship. The child, if at an age to

comprehend, should be advised by his
or her attorney whether the attorney is

required to keep the information shared
by the child confidential. For guidance

in this area, the American Bar Associa
tions has published «Standards ofPrac

tice for Lawyers Who Represent Children

in Child Abuse Cases») approved by the

ABA House of Delegates on Feb. 5,

1996.•
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Edward B. Micheletti
Michael A. Barlow

The"White
Knight" or

Almost all of the privileges recognized in our law have the goal of fos

tering communications between two parties by concealing them from

everyone else. In the relationships between attorney and client, doctor and

patient, and priest and penitent, better communications, and better outcomes,

are achieved by a candor made possible only by the exclusion ofothers.

Aporty with aII
of its cards on
the table cannot
usually bargain
as effectively as
one still holding
its cards.

I
n this sense, the "business strategy"

or "white knight" privilege is really

no different. The "business strategy"

privilege is immunity from discovery

premised on the simple concept that a

party with all of its cards on the table

cannot usually bargain as effectively as

one still holding its cards. It is a privi

lege for high-stakes poker players, to be

figurative about it.

To oversimplifY, when a company

(say, the target) is facing negotiations

with another party (say, a hostile bid

der), the target may be able to achieve

better outcomes for its stockholders

when it can evaluate its position candidly

and develop alternatives without the in-

volvement and knowledge of the hostile

bidder, notwithstanding that the hostile'

bidder may otherwise have a right to ..

the target's considerations in discovery

of its claims. l Similarly, a target may be

able to achieve better outcomes when

it can negotiate with a third-party pre

ferred bidder - the "white knight" 

without the knowledge or involvement

of the hostile bidder, even when those

third-party negotiations are relevant to

a hostile bidder's claims.

Unlike other privileges, however,

there is no statute or common law tra

dition according protection to the con

fidentiality of ongoing business nego

tiations.2 Rather, Delaware courts have
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addressed such confidentiality concerns

by issuing protective orders, sometimes

with "attorneys' eyes only" or "highly

confidential" designations. While an
expedient way of handling discovery,

such protective orders are not always a
perfect solution for disputes involving

ongoing negotiations. They can create
an artificial wall between attorneys and

their clients on some ofthe most signifi

cant strategic decisions in both the case

and the ongoing business negotiations,

while putting outside counsel in the un

enviable position of using information
in litigation that cannot be used to
inform related business decisions.3

The question thus becomes, in the

context of ongoing transactions,

when might protective orders fail
the parties in litigation? And what

type of privilege can be invoked
when that might happen?

It was not until the corporate

takeover contests of the 1980s that
the regular confluence of corporate

deal-making and simultaneous litiga
tion spawned the development of a

body of law concerned with preserv
ing the integrity of a party's negoti

ating power by denying discovery of

ongoing negotiation positions un
der Rule 26(c).4 The "white knight"

or "business strategy" privilege was

born, even if it wasn't necessarily a

"privilege" in the strict sense and instead
only a body ofcase law about how Rule

26 should be used to protect ongoing

negotiations from discovery that could
disrupt the free operation of the mar

ketplace and hurt shareholder value.

As the name suggests, early cases ad
dressing the "white knight" privilege

concerned efforts by target companies

to entice more favorable bidders that
might present a more attractive trans

action than what a hostile bidder of
fered. Courts have generally held that

the identity of those possible "white

knights" in ongoing negotiations with
the target should be protected from
discovery by a hostile bidder.s Indeed,

the threat of public outing of potential

"White knight" bidders, many of whom

are unlikely to complete the transaction

successfully, may be enough to dissuade

potential "white knights" from ever
taking a seat at the negotiating table.
Courts also have protected the terms of

those negotiations, on the theory that

- in certain circumstances - a hostile
bidder might adjust the terms of its of

fer to upstage its possible rival, or try to
challenge the financing or terms being

offered by its rival.

The concepts underlying the "white

The court held
that the application

of the business
strategy privi lege

would extend
even to protect the
bidder's strategy.

knight" privileges were eventually ex

tended to other contexts in which the

disclosure of confidential information

might undermine ongoing business ne

gotiations. In Atlantic Research Corp.
v. Clabir Corp., then-Vice Chancellor

(now Justice) Jacobs extended whatwas

then known as the "white knight" privi

lege to protect a bidder's ongoing plans

and strategy. As the court explained in

that case, "the relevance of certain of

that information - namely, the ongo

ing and ... future plans and strategy of

[the bidder] - is, in my opinion, out

weighed by the prejudice that would re

sult to [the bidder] if that information
is disclosed. ... The same policy that

would protect the disclosure ... of that

information if it were sought from the

target ... should likewise be available to

protect [the bidder] from forced disclo

sure of that information...."6 The court

held that the application of the business
strategy privilege would extend even to

protect the bidder's strategy as reflected
in the documents of its bankers.

Thus, Delaware courts have pro
tected against discovery of strategic

negotiations while they are ongoing
and before they have been announced.

When a party can use discovery to in

form itself of all of the details of those

negotiations before they are decided
or announced, it can gain an unfair

position in those negotiations. As
Chancellor Chandler has explained,

providing plaintiffs with "highly
sensitive financial valuations of [the

target] ... would disclose [the tar
get's] reservation price and would

effectively remove the possibility
of arms-length bargaining between
the parties."7 The resultant harm to

the target's stockholders is clear: the

hostile bidder's "offers witllikely not
exceed the value [the target] places

on its own stock," and the target's
"shareholders may lose an oppor
tunity to receive a premium that

[the bidder] might have paid if it

remained unaware of [the target's]
internal valuations."8

To address these concerns without
unnecessarily impeding the discovery

process, Delaware courts have develop

ed certain principles to guide the appro

priate use of the "business strategy"
privilege.

First, the business strategy privilege

has no application to decisions that have

already been made and announced, the

legal consequences ofwhich need to be

tested in litigation. Courts use the busi

ness strategy privilege to protect from

discovery "decisions that are tentative,

subject to ongoing consideration, and

which have not yet been (and perhaps

may never be) made," while denying

protection to "now-accomplished" de-
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cislons with "legal consequences for

the corporation's shareholders, who are

entitled to test the validity of that de

cision and, for that purpose, to inquire

into its underlying basis."9 Thus, just as

the facts in litigation of ongoing trans

actions are constantly shifting, so too

does the scope of permissible discovery.

Discovery on a topic barred at the be

ginning of a case may be relevant and

discoverable thereafter. 10

Second, Delaware courts have typi

cally refused to define the "business

strategy" privilege with clearly defined

elements or signposts, instead exam

ining the context of each transaction

to balance the interests of full and

fair discovery in litigation against

the need to maintain "a level playing

field for both bidder and target."ll

While clearly defined elements

are necessarily the typical hallmarks

of a privilege because people (attor

neys and their clients, for example)

rely on those privileges in structur

ing their relationships, courts have

rejected applying such rigid require
ments when considering the busi

ness strategy privilege.

"[T]he 'business strategy privi

lege' or 'white knight privilege'

is not technically a privilege in the

sense that proof of certain elements

creates something akin to an entitle

ment, but is in the nature of a qualified

immunity to discovery similar to the at
torney's work product doctrine ...."12

Instead of clearly defined signposts,

Delaware courts recognize that every

transaction is different and have em

ployed balancing tests that, generally

speaking, weigh the significance of the

information in the litigation against the

capacity of its disclosure to disrupt the

marketplace or unfairly favor one party

to a negotiation.13 Chancellor Allen set

the most enduring statement ofthis bal

ancing test forth in Grand Metropolitan

PLC v. Pillsbury Co.:

Thus, under [the] authority of Rule

26(c), we have, when a threat of that

kind is present, engaged in an analysis

that attempts to evaluate the impor

tance of the matter sought to be dis

covered to the party seeking it; the risk

of nonlitigation injury that might occur

to the target corporation if discovery is

permitted; and the stage of the com

pany's efforts as well as the stage of the

litigation.14

Delaware courts have not limited

themselves to these factors, however.

Some courts also have looked to the

subjective motivation of the party seek

ing the information. Is the requesting

Courts have also
looked to whether

there might be
an alternative

public source for
the type of

information sought.

party's discovery sought in good faith
for a litigation purpose, or is there an
ulterior business motivation?15 Courts

also have looked to whether there might

be an alternative public source for the

type of information sought, although
that analysis presumes the confidential

information possessed by the company

can be reasonably divorced from that
which is public. 16

Third, in applying the business strate

gy privilege, courts will consider wheth

er a protective order can be trusted to

accord the parties sufficient protection

from disclosure and misuse. 17 Given a

lawyer's professional and ethical obliga

tions to the court and each other, and

in particular the high standard to which

Delaware lawyers hold themselves, this .

factor would rarely, if ever, counsel

in favor of application of a "business

strategy" privilege. But, as Chancellor

Allen has stated, "we must operate ...

in a world more closely aligned with a

reality in which mistakes occur and in

which trust is sometimes abused for
advantage. "18

Yet there is no need to antiCipate

mistakes or misuse of a confidentiality

order to understand why a protective

order, even if affording "attorneys' eyes

only" protection, might sometimes fail

to provide the kind of protection

that would render the business strat

egy privilege unnecessary. Attorneys

representing a party in litigation

and simultaneous negotiations can

not always excise from their minds

information learned in discovery.

Nor can the litigation and negotia

tions always be divorced from each

other to avoid the inadvertent pas

sage of information from the former

to the latter, as any informed client

decision-making necessarily requires
consideration of all alternatives.

Finally, the "attorneys' eyes only"

designation can raise the specter of

division between a client and its at

torneys, and the divided loyalty of

attorneys to serve the conflicting in-

terests of their client and obligation to

the court represent a Scylla and Charyb

dis most would rather avoid.

Courts have thus properly focused on

the nature ofthe information requested,

rather than the integrity of the coun

sel before them,-in evaluating whether

a protective order would adequately

protect the bargaining process. Judges

recognize that protective orders can

fail to do the job, particularly for what

Chancellor Allen described as the "core

region of data protected by this con

cept" - namely, "information disclos

ing or relating to a functioning board's

ongoing consideration ofalternatives to

the present offer."19 In this core region,

which in some situations may be partic-
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FOOTNOTES

1. See NiSource Capital Mkts., Inc. v. Co
lumbia Ener.gy Group, C.A. No. 17341,
1999 WL 959183, at *1 (Del. Ch. Sept.
24, 1999) (noting that "granting discovery
in this case, in my opinion, threatens injury
to CEG and its shareholders"); Grand Met
ropolitan PLC v. Pillsbury Co., C.A. No.

ularly relevant to the claims advanced in

litigation, the risk that a protective order

might be inadequate is simply too high

to risk the harm that would be caused if

one party had inside information about

its adversary.

The business strategy privilege thus

remains a somewhat unique body oflaw.

It does not protect all business strate

gies. Nor is it even really a "privilege" in

the strict sense. But the business strat

egy privilege nonetheless reinforces an

important value of Delaware courts 

that the role of the litigation process is

to judge the transaction subject to suit,

not to allow the discovery process to

shape the transaction or un-level the

playing field.

This basic principle is universal, and

thus it is somewhat surprising that the

business strategy privilege continues to

arise almost exclusively from opinions in

corporate merger and acquisition cases.

Presumably, courts attempt to maintain

a level-playing field in all manner ofcas

es involving developing negotiations 

breach ofcontract disputes in which one

party is negotiating with a third party on

the same subject, debtors negotiating

new financing in bankruptcy and pat

ent holders negotiating exclusive license

rights while litigating infringement.2o
.

However, there is little recent author

ity suggesting that the business strategy

privilege is widely used by courts outside

corporate law disputes. Nonetheless, as

long as courts recognize that their role

is to judge transactions, and not allow

the vagaries of the discovery process

unfairly to shape them, there will be a

role for the business strategy immunity

in cases for years to come.•
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10319, 10323, 1988 WL 130637, at *2
(Del. Ch. Nov. 22, 1988) ("We have re
peatedly recognized that disclosure of such
efforts, while they are ongoing, may be det
rimental to shareholder interests.").

2. See Grand Metropolitan, 1988 WL
130637, at *2 ("[T]he 'business strategy
privilege' or 'white knight privilege' is not
technically a privilege in the sense that proof
of certain elements creates something akin
to an entitlement....").

3. As then-Vice Chancellor Jacobs noted
in Plaza Securities Co. v. Office, takeover
"litigation is often but one of a host of tac
ties employed in a larger strategy designed
to accomplish ulterior objections, either
to acquire control of the target company
or to prevent a takeover." C.A. No. 8737,
1986 WL 14417, at *5 (Del. Ch. Dec. 15,
1986).

4. Because the "business strategy" im
munity finds its home in Rule 26(c), and
not the more traditional law of privilege,
the immunity can be applied in almost any
court, state or federal, that recognizes a
court's inherent power to control the scope
of discovery in a fashion similar to that in
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure or the
Delaware Court of Chancery or Superior
Court Civil Rules.

5. Grand Metropolitan, 1988 WL 130637,
at *3 (denying discovery regarding "the
identity of such person a.nd the subject of
discussions that may have occurred.... ").

6. Atlantic Research Corp. v. Clabir Corp.,
C.A. No. 3783, 1987 WL 758584, at *2
(Del. Ch. Feb. 10, 1987).

7. NiSource Capital Mkts., Inc. 1999 WL
959183, at *1. See also Omnicare, Inc. v.
NCS Healthcare, Inc., C.A. No. 19800
(Del. Ch. Oct. 11, 2002) (S.M. Regan)
("a target should not be allowed to exploit
the compulsion of the litigation discovery
process to gain a potential negotiating edge
over the bidder by discovering the highest
price a bidder might be willing to pay," cit
ing Rosenblatt v. Getty Oil, 493 A.2d 929,
939 (Del. 1985) and In re Pure Resources,
Inc. S'holders Litig., C.A. No. 19876, slip
op. at 66-67 (Del. Ch. Oct. 1,2002)).

8. NiSource Capital Mkts., Inc. 1999 WL
959183, at *1.

9. Plaza Sec. Co., 1986 WL 14417, at *3.

10. See BNS Inc. v. Kobbers Co., 683 F.
Supp. 454, 458 (D. Del. 1988) ("It is
equally clear at some future point BNS may
be immediately entitled to that whieh has
been refused it today.").

11. NiSource Capital Mkts., Inc., 1999 WL
959183, at *3.

12. Grand Metropolitan, 1988 WL 130637,
at *2.

13. Id.; Computervision Corp. v. Prime
Computer, Inc., C.A. No. 9513, 1988 WL
909326, at *1 (Del. Ch. Jan. 26, 1988).

14. Grand Metropolitan, 1988 WL 130637,
at *2; see also Pfizer Inc. v. Warner-Lambert
Co., C.A. No. 17524, 1999 WL 33236240,
at *2 (Del. Ch. Dec. 8, 1999) (quoting
Grand Metropolitan); Vitro, Sociedad Anon
ima, C. Holdings Corp. v. Anchor Glass Con
tainer Corp., C.A. No. 11016, 1989 WL
108406, at *1 (Del. Ch. Sept. 20, 1989)
(describing considerations similar to those
in Grand Metropolitan as "illustrative, not
exhaustive").

15. NiSource Capital Mkts., Inc., 1999 WL
959183, at *3 (noting the extra-judicial
statements of Plaintiff's chairman concern
ing Plaintiff's interest in using the discovery
sought in negotiations); Gioia v. Texas Air
Corp., C.A. No. 9500, 1988 WL 18224,
at *3 (Del. Ch. Mar. 3, 1988) (acknowl
edging "that this suit is but part of a larger
dispute" between an airline and union and
noting the "legitimate concern that unfair
advantage may be achieved through the dis
covery process").

16. NiSource Capital Mkts., Inc., 1999 WL
959183, at *2 ("The public existence of
such material also renders discovery less
necessary. ").

17. Vitro, Sociedad Anonima, C. Holdings
Corp., 1989 WL 108406, at *2 (Del. Ch.
Sept. 20, 1989) (describing considerations
similar to those in Grand Metropolitan as
"illustrative, not exhaustive").

18. Gioia, 1988 WL 18224, at *3.

19. Computervision Corp., 1988 WL
909326, at *1 n.l (describing the "core
region" as "including information relat
ing to possible 'white knights' or negotia
tions with such third parties, information
relating to alternative forms of transactions
such as self-tenders or recapitalizations or
information relating to negotiating strate
gies with respect to improving the plain
tiff's offer").

20. Indeed, several early cases recognized
the application of the "business strategy"
privilege outside corporate takeover litiga
tion. See, e.g., Gioia, 1988 WL 18224, at
*3 (preventing the disclosure of a corpo
ration's contingency plans for a strike in a
case brought by a labor union); In re Heizer
Corp., C.A. No. 7949, 1987 WL 19560, at
*3 (Del. Ch. Nov. 9, 1987) (applying the
business strategy immunity to ongoing
negotiations for the disposition of trust
assets).
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Richard S. Gebelein

AMilitary
Perspective:

In the military
context, there are
evidentiary rules
that speak to
the issue
of privileges.

The concept of privilege, or the maintaining of confidentiality of com

munications, has a long tradition in both the common law and in statu

tory enactments. It is designed to permit and promote free disclosure of

information between those parties or entities that society has determined

need that disclosure to properly perform their purpose or mission. So, over

time, a number of privileges have become recognized either by the courts

or legislatures: for example, clergy/penitent, doctor/patient, husband/wife

and reporter/source.

P
rivileges have also developed for
the convenience of the govern
ment, such as executive privilege,
the national security exemption

and the informant privilege (in crimi
nal proceedings). Of course, the oldest
common law privilege recognized was
that of attorney and client. l This privi
lege, perhaps the most discussed and at
times misunderstood, has developed in
the common law to assure that the ad

versary system can function properly.
Many of these privileges have been

adopted or later codified by statute, or
adopted by court rule or by court de-

cisions. Some, such as the attorney/
client privilege, have developed largely
through case law although they may
also ~mplicate rules of evidence, rules
of professional conduct and statutory
limitations.

In the military context, there are evi
dentiary rules that speak to the issue of
privileges.

Military Rules ofEvidence 504 deals
with both the spousal privilege and
spousal incapacity to testifY. In partic
ular, it provides that a spouse lawfully
married cannot be compelled to testifY
against the other spouse. The incapac- .
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ity belongs to the spouse who has been

called as a witness. Thus, if the wife is

called to testifY, and agrees to do so, she
may appear as a witness even over the

objection of the husband. If she refuses

to testifY, her decision would be final.

Of course, for the incapacity to be in

voked, the couple must still be married

at the time of the proposed testimony.

As to the spousal privilege, the rule

recognizes that communication be

tween spouses intended to be confiden

tial acquires protection from disclosure.

This privilege relates only to commu

nications and not to observed acts.2

This privilege is available to both

parties and may be asserted by either

spouse. Thus, even if the husband

wants to disclose the communica

tion, the wife can object and the

privilege attaches. An exception to

this rule would be where one of the

spouses is the accused. In this case,

the communication can be disclosed

if the accused so demands even over

the objection of the other spouse.

The privilege depends on the mar
riage being valid at the time of the

discussion or communication and is

not eliminated based upon a subse

quent divorce or annulment.

Military Rule of Evidence 503 re

lates to the clergy/penitent privilege

and recognizes its existence. A commu

nication by any person to a clergyman,

made as a formal act of religion or as

a matter of conscience, becomes privi

leged. The person may refuse to disclose

that communication and may prevent

anyone else from disclosing it. UnGer

the evidentiary rule the member of the

clergy may assert the privilege as well.3

Only the penitent has the right to waive

the privilege. It should be noted that the

military rule of evidence incorporates a

very broad definition ofclergy.

In Military Rule of Evidence 501
(d), it is made clear that the military

does not recognize a doctor/patient

privilege. Any communication between

doctor and patient, if otherwise admis-

sible, may be used in military court pro

ceedings. The various services have pro

vided that information obtained from

a patient for treatment for AIDS may

not be used in any adverse action such

as court martial or discharge proceed

ing. Likewise, each service has provided

a qualified privilege for information

disclosed by a service member who is

seeking treatment for substance abuse

problems.4

In addition, the Military Rules of

Evidence do not recognize or discuss

any reporter/source privilege.

Any communication

between doctor
and patient, if

otherwise admissible,

may be used
in military court

proceedings.

Under Military Rules of Evidence

504, the right of the government to

withhold the identity of a confidential

informant is recognized. This privilege

is granted only to the government and

not to the informant. Further, it is lim

ited solely to the identity of the infor

mant and does not prevent disclosure

of what information he/she disclosed.

This limited privilege ceases to exist if

the informant was previously disclosed,

is called as a witness by government or if

the military judge determines disclosure

is required or necessary to the defense

of the accused.5

Military Rule of Evidence 505 dis

cusses the privilege ofclassified informa

tion. The rule provides that disclosure

of classified information is prohibited

if such disclosure would be detrimental

to national security. This privilege may

be invoked only by the head of the ex

ecutive or military department having

control over the subject matter of the

information.6 The material must have

been classified under an executive or

der, a statute or a regulation. In at least

one case, the fact that the privilege was

invoked by an individual of less rank

than a department head caused rever

sal of the trial verdict.7 In that case,

the privilege had been invoked by the

commander of the U.S. Air Force Of-

fice of Special Investigations. The

Review Court held that there was

no evidence that the secretary of

the Air Force had directed that the

privilege be invoked and thus the

department head had not invoked

the privilege nor delegated author

ity to invoke it.

The attorney/client privilege is

discussed in Military Rule of Evi

dence 502. In general, the rule pro
vides that confidential communica

tions between the client (and his/
her representative) and the lawyer

(and his/her representative) for the

purpose of facilitating the provi

sions of legal services to the client

are privileged. Only the client may

waive this privilege. Of course, the

usual exceptions to this privilege apply:

where the discussion involves a future

criminal act or where the client has initi

ated a claim of malpractice or impropri

ety against the lawyer.8

This rule presupposes an attorney/

client relationship. In the military con

text, that relationship may be a sig

nificant issue. Under the regulations

applicable to the services a lawyer may

have his/her client defined as being the

Army, the Air Force, etc. For example,

it is expressly stated in Army Regula

tions9 that:

"Except when representing an indi

vidual client pursuant to (g) below, an

Army lawyer represents the Department

of the Army through its authorized
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officials."

Indeed, most services define the cli

ent relationship to be a personal one

only as to those attorneys assigned to

provide "legal assistance" to service

members and their families; and to

those attorneys assigned to "Trial De

fense Services" (Army), "Area Defense

Counsel" (Air Force), etc. lO

At a large military base, the prob

lems caused by this definition are easily

addressed by referring soldiers seeking

advice to the appropriate legal office be

fore discussing their case. In all cases,

however, this requires the judge ad

vocate to be sensitive to this issue

and to make clear that an attorney/

client privilege might not apply. At

small posts, on ships and in smaller

components, the lines of confiden

tiality become far more difficult to

ascertain. A few personal examples

of assignments demonstrate the dif

ficulty faced by judge advocates.

When I was deployed to Germany

as a National Guard judge advocate,

the command staff judge advocate

assigned me to provide legal assis

tance to deploying soldiers and their

families. Those soldiers and family
members were my clients. 11 Attor

ney/ client privilege clearly attached.

I could not be compelled to disclose

any of the information disclosed to me

by those service members or their fami

lies seeking legal advice.
In my home billet, as the state judge

advocate, my client was the Delaware

National Guard and not individual sol

diers. In Kabul, Mghanistan, serving as

the rule of law officer, my client was the

U.S. Army.u Again, I had to warn in

dividual soldiers or others seeking legal

advice that their communications with

me would not necessarily be privileged.

Because of the small size of the Judge

Advocate Office at Camp Eggers, Ka

bul' the staff judge advocate did au

thorize some members of the office to

provide legal assistance. Once so autho

rized, that judge advocate officer could

discuss legal matters with the service

members with a confidential privilege

in force.

The types ofproblems this creates are

many. In a theater ofoperations such as

Mghanistan, many attorneys in posi

tions where they represent the Army,

Air Force or Navy are routinely brought

into contact with military personnel.

For example, an operational law officer

is advising a commander ofa provincial

reconstruction team on issues relating

to the expenditure of funds. The com

mander's disbursement officer chimes

At smaII posts,
on ships and in

smaller components,
the lines of

confidentiality
become far more

difficult to ascertain.

in with, "you mean we were supposed

to get each worker's fingerprint" (for

the $3.00 daily wages paid). Or the
commander asks if it is permissible to

continue to pay the provincial elders a

stipend for helping maintain order. Or

the operational law officer is asked by a

soldier how to ship an antique weapon

back to the states. While explaining the

customs certification to the soldiers, the

soldier explains how he liberated (stole)

the weapon. A marine asks the rule of

law officer for a customs certification

that a machine gun is an antique when

it is not and clearly illegal to ship home.

The post command judge advocate is

approached by a clerk in the office who

wants to send pirated DVDs she pur-

chased at the bazaar through the Army

post office to her sister in the United

States.

In all of these situations, the infor

mation disclosed to the judge advocate

officers would not be subject to an at

torney/client privilege. The judge ad

vocate must immediately inform the

service members of this when she real

izes that the "client" might believe that

a privilege exists.

Frequently in the military, a judge

advocate is "dual hatted," or given

several distinct jobs to fulfill. In these

circumstances the shades ofgrey be

come very opaque. In one case an

Air Force officer considering accept

ing a job with a defense contractor

sought legal advice from two attor

neys assigned to legal assistance at

his base. They heard his story, then

explained they could not answer his

specific questions as they "represent

ed the government," but they could

give him written documents explain

ing potential conflicts of interest. As

it happened, both attorneys also had
been dual hatted as ethics counsel

ors. After the officer accepted the

job, and was later charged criminally

for violating the conflict of interest

provisions, both lawyers were called

as witnesses and, subsequently pro-

vided the evidence that convicted the

officer. The Court of Appeals reversed

the officer's conviction noting that the

District Court's narroW reading of the.

"legal assistance" exception would deter

those in the military from seeking ad

vice from any legal assistance attorneys

on matters of ethics.13 Of course, this

case points out that attorneys should

not be assigned to both a confidential

position such as legal assistance as well

as one such as ethics counselor.

Likewise, in cases involving claims
officers, the attorney's client is the gov

ernment, not those individuals with

whom the officer is deaIing.14 It should

be noted that in all of these cases the

courts, both civilian and military, have
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FOOTNOTES

made it clear that if the individual has

a "reasonable basis" to believe that the

military attorney is acting as the individ

ual's attorney, and that any communica

tion will be confidential, then a privilege

may be enforced.

We can see in the area of attorney/

client privilege within the military that

the serious difficulty that arises is related

primarily to the definition of who is in

the role of attorney and who is in the

role of client. Because of the exigen

cies of the military environment, judge

advocate officers are often given more

than one mission or duty. This places a

heavy responsibility on those officers to

clearly explain their position and role to

any persons seeking their counsel. As we

have seen from a few practical examples

from an active conflict zone, privilege

issues can arise in many different con

texts. Those providing legal advice in

those operational settings are often pre

sented with difficult ethical decisions.

Conclusion
The Military Rules of Evidence cod

ifY those privileges that will be recog

nized by military courts and administra

tive boards. If privilege does not exist,

it will not be recognized by the courts.

In addition, the Rules of Professional

Conduct, as adopted by the individual

services for their lawyers, spell out the

scope and applicability of the attorney/

client privilege and define who the

client of a military lawyer is. That being

said, both military and civilian courts

have acted to maintain the attorney/

client privilege where it appears the ser

vice member had a good-faith reason to

believe the communication would be

privileged.•
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